(1) Determine SF;., E H'(G, V).
(2) Determine SF:.
It is likely that a considerable knowledge of the irreducible modules for simple groups will enter into any final solution of either problem, cf. 141. (For some corrections to [4] see the Appendix to this paper.)
The first cohomology group H'(G, V) of a group G on a G-module V has many interpretations, but the relevant one here is as the set of conjugacy classes of complements to V in the semidirect product V.G. This interpretation carries over to the case where V is nonabelian (cf. the discussion in Section 2) though H'(G, I') is no longer a group. In the process of obtaining Theorem 1 we also prove a result on nonabelian 1-cohomology of independent interest; that result is recorded in Theorem 2. Among other things, Theorem 2 gives the existence of some unusual subgroups in wreath products that are more or less invisible to standard techniques in group theory. Cf. the discussion of part (C)(l) of Theorem 1 at the end of the next section.
Finally, if G is a finite group and V a faithful irreducible module for G over a field of prime characteristic with H'(G, V) # 0, then in Theorem 3 we determine the structure of the generalized Fitting subgroup of G and the representation of that subgroup on V.
STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
We continue the notation introduced above with G a finite group. Aut(G), Inn(G), and Out(G) denote the group of automorphisms, inner automorphisms, and outer automorphisms of G, respectively. If H/K is a section of G then Au&#/K) denotes the group of automorphisms of H/K induced in G; thus and C&Z/K) consists of those g E N&Z) nN,(K) with [ZZ, g] <K.
Out&Z/K) is the image of Aut,(ZZ/K) in Out(ZZ/K). We will often consider a group D with a given direct product decomposition D = nlcI Li* A diagonal subgroup A of D (with respect to this decomposition) is a subgroup for which each projection A -+ Li is injective; if these maps are in fact all isomorphisms then A is a full diagonal subgroup of D. ST, denotes the set of full diagonal subgroups of D and gD denotes the Dconjugacy classes of such subgroups. For JE Z write D, = mEJ Lj and abbreviate gD, = gJ, etc., with .Y = ST-, and L9 = gD when no confusion can arise. Suppose G acts on D and permutes A = {Li: i E Z}. Then we denote by @h(G) the G-stable classes in 59. Let 9(G) denote the G-stable partitions P of A and 9*(G) the maximal nontrivial G-stable partitions of A; that is, P E 9* (G) if P E 9(G) and r is minimal subject to this constraint and to ITI > 1. Notice we do allow r = A. For L E A, write 9*(G, L) for the collection of subsets r of A with L E r and P E 9*(G).
Recall the generalized Fitting subgroup of G is the subgroup F*(G) generated by all subnormal nilpotent or quasisimple subgroups of G, with the latter subgroups called the components of G. A group is quasisimple if it is perfect and simple module its center. It turns out I;*(G) is the central product of the Fitting subgroup of G and the components of G. An important special case of our analysis occurs when D = F*(G) is the direct product of the set A of all G-conjugates of some simple component L of G; in that event the notation and terminology of the last paragraph applies, and is used without comment.
We are now ready to state the main theorem. It was recently pointed out to us that on the one hand there is some overlap between Theorems 1 and 2 and some work of Gross and Kovacs in [7, 8] , and on the other that Proposition 1.29 in 161 is the split case of Theorem 2.
THEOREM

3.
Let G be a finite group, p a prime, K a field of characteristic p, and V a faithful irreducible KG-module such that H'(G, V) # 0. Then
is the direct product of the G-conjugates of a simple component L of G of order divisible by p. supply a means for deciding maximality.
ASCHBACHERAND SCOTT (2) V is the direct sum of the G-conjugates of U = [ V, L 1, (3) No(L) acts irreducibly on U with Co(L) = C,(U).
Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 give ad hoc methods for deciding whether @?': is nonempty.
To illustrate the theory, consider the wreath product G = A,
C,(L) =X, and by 7.2 M is maximal in G. Carlos Scoppola supplies an alternate argument for the existence of at least one nonstandard complement in G=A, wrA,. Namely, A, has a transitive representation on 30 letters with 6 blocks of imprimitivity of size 5, and hence is embedded in a copy of G in S,, preserving this set of blocks.' Remark. In Section 3 we discuss wreath products. Notice that from that discussion and Lemma 1.1, Aut,(D) is just the wreath product L * wr, S where S is the symmetric group on Z and L* = Aut(L).
A diagonal subgroup of D is a subgroup X of D such that each projection 7ri: x-+ Li, i E I, is an injection. A full diagonal subgroup is a diagonal subgroup for which each projection is an isomorphism. Proof. For X E 9 define a: = rt,'xi: L -+ Li and y'(X) = (a:: i E Z).
=fl, so (1) holds. Let 9 be the set of all partitions of A. P E 9 is nontrivial if Irl > 1 for some r E P. If G <A then G permutes 9 in an obvious fashion. Partially order .Y by P < Q if P is a refinement of Q. The minimal nontrivial Ginvariant partitions (mentioned in the statement of Theorem 1) are the minimal members of the set of all nontrivial G-invariant partitions under this partial order.
For TC A let D, = nKEr K. Let 9 be the set of tuples (H,: r E P) as P varies over 9 and H, varies over the set of full diagonal subgroups of Dr. Partially order 9 by (H,: TE P) < (g,: R E p) if P< P and Hr is a full diagonal subgroup of n,.,-,,, g (with respect to that decomposition), where p(g consists of those members of P" contained in r.
Let 3 be the collection of subgroups H of D such that the projections zi: H-+ Li are surjections for each i E I. Partially order R by inclusion.
We now state two lemmas from 141. For completeness we include proofs of these lemmas. By minimality of r the projection rci: K + Li is nontrivial for each Li E I'. As BI]D, K=HnBaH, so l#Kxi4Hxi=Li.
As Li is simple we conclude rri: K --t Li is a surjection for each Li E r Next ker(rri) < nJEr-,L,I J, so by minimality of r, ker(q) = 1. Thus rci is an isomorphism and K is a full diagonal subgroup of B.
Let E = DA-r, so that D = E x B. Let rt: H -+ B be the projection with respect to this decomposition.
Again K = Kz g Hz But as K is a full diagonal subgroup of B, 1.2 and 1.1.3 imply K =N,(K), so Hrc= K. Thus H = K x C,(K) with C,(K) = ker(n) = H n E. Finally, for L, E A -I', Li = Hz, = (H f? E) rci, so the lemma holds by induction on the order of I. Let rp be the map defined in (1) . Evidently cp maps 9 into R and preserves the partial order. By 1.4, rp is a surjection. As the components of n,.,, H, are the groups Hr, r E P, rp is an injection. Suppose H = nreP H,.
is a subgroup of nnsp tin. Let ca:H+I?, and xi:D+Li, iER be the projections. Li = Hq = Hx, 7ci < (Ha) 7ci and zi: E?, -+ Li is an isomorphism, so rr, is a surjection. Thus by 1.4 there is a partition P' of !r such that for each r E P, H, is a full diagonal subgroup of no EB A, for some 0 E P'. Then r= lJ oEB R, so p is a refinement of P and (H,: r E P) < (iin: Q E P) as desired. 
ProoJ
As D is trivial on A and G = MD, P'E 9 is G-invariant precisely when p is M-invariant.
As H,, I'E P, are the components of H and
Thus (2) If M E n then by (4), P is a minimal nontrivial G-invariant partition of A. Conversely assume P is maximal and let M < Y < G. Then Y = MX, where H<x=YnD. By 1.5, X=n,,,-X, for some refinement P" of P. As M ,< N(x), P" is G-invariant, so by minimality of P, p is trivial. Hence X = D and Y=MX=G.
That is, ME-.
I-COHOMOLOGY
In this section we recall some facts about 1-cohomology. Let G be a group acting on a group A. In this section we write our actions on the left. For X, y E G, "y = yXm' =xyx-'.
A.G denotes the semidirect 
(2.1) Zf G' is a complement to A in A.G then H'(G, A) z H'(G', A). This assertion is immediate from the bijections of H'(G, A) and H'(G', A) with the classes of complements to A in A.G.
A acts on Hom(G, A) via:
Denote by Pom(G, A) the set of orbits of A on Hom(G, A) under this action.
(2.2) Assume G acts by inner uutomorphisms on A in the sense that there exists i E Hom(G, A) with gu = i(g)u for each a E A, g E G. For y E T(G, A) define n(y): + A g t-, yg . i(g).
Then n(y) E Hom(G, A) and the map IYI b A(n(Y)) defines a bijection H'(G, A) rAYom(G, A).
Proof As A is in the kernel of both actions, rc is also a Gisomorphism so ~8' is isomorphic to the fixed point set C,,,,,,(Out,(A)) of G acting on Out(A) by conjugation.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In this section, actions of groups on sets will be on the left. Given group elements x and y we write "v for JF' =xyx-'.
If S is a group acting on a group N, the semidirect product will be denoted by N.S. If S acts on a set fi and L is a group, the wreath product L wr S = L wr, S is the semidirect product D.S where D = no L consists of all functions8 Q + L and S acts on D via cnw =f(aS>, aEQ,sES (*I
where by definition as = s; '. When B is the set S/U of left cosets tU of a subgroup U of S, it will often be convenient to view the functions in n, L as defined on S, but constant on the cosets of U. That is, we let S act on itself by left multiplication and embed L wr, S in L wrs S via the injection Lwr,S+Lwr,S fs w-f; where f': S + L is defined by f '(tu) =f(tU)
for t E S and u E U. Subject to this identification, Eq. (*) becomes
The group L wrs S has a useful faitful permutation representation on the set L x S given by
The embedding of L wr, S in L wrs S then induces a faithful action of the former group on L X S.
(3.1) Generalized Wreath Products
In the remainder of this section X denotes a group with a normal subgroup s = La L,, which is a direct product of groups L, isomorphic to L and permuted transitively according to an action of X on the index set Q; thus x(L,) = Lqg xEX,aEO.
Moreover except in 3.5 we assume X = D.S is the semidirect product of D and some subgroup S. There are two useful ways to identify D with functions f on 0. The simplest is to let f(a) take values in L,, and identify f with naeR f(a) E D.
The action of S on D then translates into
A second point of view, used in our earlier discussion of the wreath product, is to use the isomorphism of L with L, and let f take values in L; this gives
for some automorphism ts(a) of L. In the case of wreath product, s,(a) = 1 for each s E S and a E Q, as reflected in Eq. (*), after suitable translation of notation. More generally we have an embedding of X in (L. Aut(L)) wr, S extending the natural inclusion n, L + JJ, (L. Aut(L)), and mapping s E S to srsr where r,: fl+ Aut(L) is the function mapping a to Ss(a). Having pointed out this embedding, in the remainder of this section we adopt the second point of view only for wreath products. In both cases we use the convention (introduced earlier) that functions on C2 may be viewed as functions on S constant on the cosets of the stabilizer U in S of some point of n.
(3.2) The Correspondence Going Down
Again U is the stabilizer in S of a point of Sz, so we regard R as the coset space S/U. Let D' = n,,,-,,, L,, so that U acts on D' and DU/D' z L.U.
is a complement conjugate to S' in X then S" is conjugate to S' under D, so ,u(S") is conjugate to ,u(S') under L. We now establish the converse. and then ,u*(~(S")) =,~*(rp(S")), using the obvious notation. Now if L, and D, are as in the statement of the lemma, and rp(S') is conjugate to cp(S") under p(D,), the certainly S' is conjugate to S" under D,. Hence, passing to D *S and preforming a suitable change of notation, we may assume X = L wrn S is a wreath product.
For s E S, Ds n S' and Ds n S" contain unique elements which we denote by s' and s" and let p, = s's-' and y, = S"S-' be the corresponding elements of D. Notice that s' = p,y; 's", so as DOS' = DOS", p,y;' E D,.
Regarding /3, and ys as functions from R into L, this is equivalent to the assertion that ,8,(t) y,(t)-' EL, for each t E S.
Since p(S') =p(S") we have Z(V) = II( where U' = S' n DU and U" = S" n DU. Thus for u E U, n(u') = n(u"), so /?,y;' E ker(n) = D,; equivalently p,(U) = y,(u), or using our convention embedding X in L wrs S, this becomes p,(l) = y,(l). Now from (**) we obtain "/I,(s) = "y,(s) for all s E S. As a consequence of the definition of /I, and y, we have /I,,, = /?,"/3, and ysu = yssyu. Then recalling that /3,, and ysu are constant on the cosets of U, we have /Is,(su) ysU(su))' =/3,,(s) y&)' = p,(s) y,(s)-'. Hence if we define 6 E n, L by 6(s) = ps(s) y,(s)-' we have 6 constant on the cosets of U, so 6 E n,
Define 6' and 6" in n, L by S'(s) =/3,(s) and S"(s) = y,(s). To show 6 conjugates S" to S' it is enough to show 6' conjugates S to S' and J" conjugates S to S". For this we use the faithful action of L wrs S on L x S. First note that by (3*)
for all s E S and x E L. So for s E S yx, t) = yy, 1) = yx,
We have shown 6's = s/6', so that 6' conjugates S to S' as desired. The same argument shows 8" conjugates S to S", completing the proof of the lemma. We show next that y satisfies the cocycle condition. For ifs, t, x E S, then by (4*) we have and then applying the definitions of 7, f,, and f,, we get
So the cocycle condition holds and hence y b 7 is a map from T(U, L) into T(S, 0).
Next jr*(S) consists of the elements jjss, s E S, so ,D(F*(S)) consists of the elements y',(l)v, u E U. As Y;(l) =f,(l) = yu(:jyUCUj = y,, we conclude: With a little further study of N above we could even reprove (7*). However, we will need the cocycles again momentarily.
Meanwhile observe that (3.3), (7*), and (8*) establish Theorem 2.
The following section is not needed elsewhere in this paper. 
Proof
First suppose VE T. Note that the condition on x depends only on the D-coset to which it belongs. Hence we may take x E T. But now both V and V* are contained in T, and we have
DVxn V=DFnTn
V= VXn V= PnTnDV= V"nDV.
Next suppose the conjugacy condition is satisfied. We will use the method of (3.4) carefully choosing the set p of right coset representatives for U in S required there. Let 3 be a set of (U, U) double coset representatives in S, and for each z E %, let yZ be a set of right coset representatives for U' n U in U. Finally, put $? = U z E B zgZ.
Let p E T(U, D) and y E T(U, L) be cocycles corresponding to V. Thus p,(l) = ys for s E U. Choose d, ED with (DV' n V)dz = V' n DV. Let sEUn'U and t=s'.
As D@lt)d2= Dt=D(/?,s)' we conclude (/I, s)' = @, t)dz. Now as t acts on L' we conclude (j3t(z-1)t)dz = Pf(z-')t = (/?,(l)) ' . t (by (4*)) =rf . t, which we record: (/3,(z -')t)dz = yf . t for each s E U n 'U and t = s'. We conclude this section by remarking that Theorem 2 may be regarded as a strong version for nonabelian 1-cohomology of Shapiro's lemma in abelian cohomology. Similarly the proposition above is a generalization of a (less well known) stability property of the cohomology of induced modules.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Theorem 3 was first obtained in collaboration with R. Guralnick using elementary group theoretic techniques. We give a cohomological proof here. We first recall some facts about cohomology; standard references are 121 and /3]. If U is a module for a group Q, then H"(Q, U) denotes the fixed points of Q on U, as usual.
Assume throughout this section that G is a finite group, p is a prime, K is a field of characteristic p, and V is an irreducible KG-module. Observe that as V is irreducible we have: Here we are using the fact that as Q 4 G there is a natural action of G on H'(Q, I') with Q in the kernel of this action. We also need the following result: A x B, S @ T) z (H'(A, S) @ H'(B, T)) @ (H'(A, S) @ H'(B, T) ).
Finally, we prove the following elementary result: submodules for X on V are isomorphic to some G-conjugate of E, the lemma holds, contrary to our choice of G as a counterexample. Thus X is maximal in G, so G = (g, X) for some g E G.
Form
the semidirect product XV and let U = CAUtcVXJ( V) n C(XV/V). We recall U is an elementary abelian p-group with U/V z H'(X, V), and that the action of G on V induces an action on U, and hence also on U/V, with the latter action equivalent to the natural action of G on H'(X, V). In partict-tlar as V = (E"), H'(X, V) = U/V= U= (DC), where D/E = C,,E(X), and D z H'(X, E).
Choose n maximal subject to V. = (Eg': 0 <i,< n) = @yco Eg'. As X is irreducible on E and X 4 G, Eg' < V, for all i, so V = V, as V= (EC). So 
4.6) H'(A, U) E H'(A/B, H'(B, U)).
Then from 4.5 and 4.6 we conclude H'(B, U) # 0. Next applying the argument of the last paragraph to the action of B = Y x L on U we obtain (3). After that we observe: 
(4.7) H'(B, U) = H'(L, U).
For if not there is a complement B' to U in
.7 we get H'(G, V) E H'(A/B, H'(L, U)) g H'(A/Y/B/Y, H'(B/Y, U)) E H'(A/Y, U), with the last isomorphism
following from 4.2. Therefore (4) holds.
Finally, from the classification of the finite simple groups, the Schreier conjecture holds, so Out(L) is solvable. Hence (4) and 4.4 imply (5).
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. The Schreier conjecture, and hence the classification of the finite simple groups, is used in the proof of part (5) of Theorem 3, and, via 6.3 and 6.5, to show the map in part (C)(3) of Theorem 1 is a surjection. These results are not needed elsewhere in the paper, which is otherwise independent of the classification.
MORE ON DIAGONAL SUBGROUPS
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 2. The fixed points of the action of G on A will be denoted by C,(G) or H"(G, A).
The sets @'(G,A)
and H'(G, A) are "pointed" in that they have distinguished elements: The identity of the group H"(G, A) and the trivial class in H'(G, A).
If a: X+ Y and /?: Y+ 2 are maps of pointed sets with distinguished points x0, .vo, and z. in X, Y, and Z, respectively, then XAY4'Z is said to be exact if the image of X under CL is the full preimage in Y of zO under /?. Suppose now G acts on a group B and A is a G-stable subgroup of B. Let C be the coset space B/A = {bA: b E B), and notice that C,(G) acts naturally by left multiplication on H"(G, C), with the latter regarded as a pointed set with distinguished point the coset A.
There is a natural exact sequence of pointed sets
I-+ H"(G, A) + H"(G, B) --f H"(G, C) ---% H'(G, A) --$ H'(G, B)
in which the map 6 is given by 6(bA) = [y] where yg = bb' Rb, for g E G, and the remaining maps are the obvious ones. Moreover the fibers of 6 are the orbits of C,(G) in its natural action by left multiplication on H"(G, C).
Proof
Except for the last assertion and the fact that we have not assumed B normal in A, this is just Proposition 1 on page 133 of 151. The details are straightforward with the possible exception of the transitivity of C,(G) on the fibers of 6. Suppose 6(bA) = 6(&t) for some bA, dA E C. Then there is a E A with ab-1(gb) "a-') = d-'(Rd) for all gE G, so that x = dab-' E C,(G). But of course xbA = dA.
Apparently the first person to write down this sequence without the normalizer assumption was Giraud in his book "Cohomologie nonabeliene."
In the remainder of this section we assume:
. G is a group containing a normal subgroup D which is the direct product of the G-conjugates (Li: i E I) of some subgroup L. Let Q be the set of D-classes of full diagonal subgroups of D (as defined in Section 1) and let 8(G)
consist of the classes in 94 stable under Gconjugation.
As we saw in the introduction, 9(G) is important in the study of maximal subgroups. Our aim here is to giv-c a parameterization of Y(G) when g(G) is nonempty; this is accomplished in Theorem 5 below. We do not address the question of whether g;(G) is nonempty. Thus the situation is analgous to a familiar one in the theory of group extensions, where one asks first if the extension splits, and if the answer is positive one has at least a theoretical parameterization of the classes of complements by H', which may be computed explicitly in favorable circumstances. We can now state the main result of this section.
THEOREM
Let G satisfy Hypothesis 5.2 and assume B(G) is nonempty. Let Hom,(G, Out(L)) denote the set of homomorphisms in
Hom(G, Out(L)) whose restriction to N,(L) is the conjugation map N,(L)-+ Out(L). Then the map v: Q(G) + Hom,(G, Out(L))
A++, is a bijection.
The proof of Theorem 5 involves a series of lemmas. 
ProoJ
We have the following commutative diagram:
The map a is induced by the inclusion Out (A,) Let us review our progress to this point. We have the diagram:
where 6 is the map of 5.3, v: AD M $, r is the restriction of the map of 5.6 to 6@(G)), and s is the natural map assigning a homomorphism to its Out(L)-orbit.
By definition 6 and s are surjections, and by 5.11, r is an isomorphism. By 5.9 and 5.10, the diagram commutes.
To prove Theorem 5 we must show v is an isomorphism, and from the last paragraph this is equivalent to the assertion that v induces isomorphisms v 
Assume Hypothesis 5.2 and assume also that G = (N,(L), x) for
some x E G. Then [9(G)l< 1 Out(L)(.
Proof. Each cp E Hom,(G, Out(L)) is determined by p(x), so Theorem 5
gives the indicated bound.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section G is a finite group and ME e with ker,(G) = 1; that is ME *t*. Let Let %?T denote those classes in F* with a representative in RZ;. We record a lemma restricting members of e:. By definition %;k c et;, and conversely a member X of n; is contained in +z? if and only if X is contained in no member of +$. Thus the conclusion of the first paragraph of part (C)(l) of Theorem 1 holds. We postpone the discussion of the second paragraph until the next section.
The next lemma handles gz. 
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4
In this section we assume the hypothesis and notation of Theorem 4. We investigate which members of n; are HZ. In general n? is properly contained in *; ; for example, the argument in 6.3 shows: 
Proof
Suppose T E n; and T < X E fit. Then X = T(Xn D) with Observe that if GzAAnwrnA,+,, where R is of order n + 1, then by 7.2, %?',* is nonempty. Thus we have shown:
DC,(A) = D(Mn DC,(A)) < N,(L) DC,(A).
(7.20) E = DC,(A).
As in case (a), there is a complement U to C,(L) in X which acts on A. Let U,, = Un LK. Then: (7.21) Xn LK= U,,C,(L).
We conclude from 7.17 and 7.21 that: 
= AU,C,(D,).
The group in (e) is the extension of G wr S, by the outer automorphism group Out(G) obtained from the natural extension Aut(G) of a diagonal copy of G; this isotropy group is Aut(G) x S,. As mentioned in [4] [ 11. (The possibility G, n N = 1 should be allowed.) However, this probably does not affect the applications he discusses. It has no effect on the list above of possible maximal subgroups of the symmetric and alternating groups, since the groups arising this way are contained in subgroups of type (c).
